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Club Meeting This Month
Meeting July 16
Note Time and Location!
Six-Mile Chop House, 4931 W 6th St,
Lawrence, KS 66049
Lunchtime instead of breakfast
(see below)

Please join us.
Schedule of Events:
July 16th, Club Meeting
11:00 a.m.: Lunch & socializing
Noon: Business meeting

Newsletter Committee: Dave Alexander
(Ed. In Chief), Scott Stordahl and Glenn
Minor

2022 Club Officers
President Scott Stordahl
(816) 215-2880
Vice Pres. Mike Randel
Sec./Treas. Jim Morris
Field Safety Glenn Minor
Board 3yr John LaGesse
Board 2yr Phil Abbadessa
Board 1yr Gary Webber

Club meetings—normally on the
3rd Saturday of the month except:
- No meeting in May
- No meeting in August
- September meeting a week
early (Sept. 10)

2021 Flying Events
July 9
- Cap City Warbird Fly-In
July 23 - Jayhawk Fun Fly
Aug 29 Topeka CL Assn Aerobatic
Contest
Sept. 11 - Cap City Memorial
Sept. 17 - Blue Sky Big Bird
Memorial
Sept. 25 - Jayhawk Big Bird
Oct. 8
- FAE Fly-In






July meeting raffle prize!

Choice of OS 46AXII, Nexa DH.82
Tiger Moth ARF,
Or Sig Somethin’ Extra Kit.
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Jayhawk Modelmasters 2022
Clinton Lake Float Fly

George did
get time to
squeeze in a
couple flight
on his
bargainbasement
Neptune, and
he let Prez

By Dave Alexander
With photos by Dave, Glenn Minor, and Mike
Weinsaft

This year’s Float Fly was held on
Saturday, June 25 at Clinton Lake at the old
marina adjacent to the Bloomington Beach. The
day started cloudy with sprinkles but the clouds
soon cleared up and we had sunny skies for
most of the morning.

Scott Stordahl fly it, too.

Vern Nelson’s huge Avistar taxis out for takeoff

We had 24 registered pilots, with Kevin
Dubé coming all the
way from [Denver?].
This is his foam
board flyer.

This is Kevin’s FliteTest
sorta Grumman
Widgeon

George Jones kindly provided the retrieval boat
and had a fair amount of business.

Patrick Deuser also flew the heck out of his
Neptune. I’ve lost count, is this his 3rd or 4th
one?

Glen Minor
assists Mike Randel launching the Air Tractor.
Mike said it was too sensitive but got it down in
one piece.
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Dave Alexander
brings his wellused Flyzone
Beaver in for
another water
landing.

Mike Weinsaft’s GWS
Beaver looked great
on his custom-made
light-as-a-feather
floats but couldn’t
quite mange to get off
the water
successfully.

Tony DiGregorio, from Holt KS flew this nice EFlite Cessna 152 with custom paint job. Patrick
also flew his 152 on floats, sorry, no pix. (Tony
took some nice drone footage of the Float Fly, see
JMM Facebook page.)

Glenn Minor
prepping his
E-Flite
Valiant. Got
in 2 nice
flights but
damaged
the floats on
the 2nd
landing.

SMRCC’s Steve
Spielbusch readies his PBY Catalina helped by
Kevin Dubé.

The Cat’s props were so low, it was a challenge
to taxi in any waves, but once in the air it flew
very nicely.

Bill Miller’s Mariner, a superb flyer which some
say was originally Gary Rauckman’s. Rebuilt
after a crash, maybe?
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Dave
and
Tony

Two C-170’s.
Mike had radio
problems and
did not fly, hence
the lack of
wings!

flying, Scott and Mike W. spotting.

Mike’s GWS Beaver
looked awesome on
floats and slow taxiing,
but had trouble at
higher speeds, and may
have had controllinkage problems.

A reptilian observer . . . .

“Dang, it did not look so big till I picked it up….”

Dave’s Cessna 170 lookin’ good on the water;
flies great, too.

Mike’s GWS
Beaver next
to Dave’s
Flyzone
Beaver.

Prez Scott and Treasurer Jim just happened to
win both raffle prizes. Hmmm…….

And finally, a composite from Glenn’s photos of
Dave’s C-170 touching down.
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Seen at the Field . . . .
Early in June, Shawn Keshmiri’s Aerospace
Engineering lab brought students from several
Kansas schools to a workshop to learn about
drone technology.

They spent a day at our field trying out the
drones they assembled.

Sorry for the poor focus. The day before the
Float Fly, several members met at the shed to
work on the mower. Here Scott Stordahl and
George Jones assess a bent control rod. Mike
Weinsaft, Jim Morris, and Mike Randel were also
helping.

The same day, two other KU Aerospace
Engineering labs were also doing test flights at
the field, including this group flying a large
autonomous helicopter with a very large sensor
ring attached.
On a nice late-June day, Darrel Cordel (left)
stopped by to visit with Dan Woodson (right) and
Mike Weinsaft

The parking lot was as full as on fly-in days!
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Safety Corner
July 2022

temperatures, since this could
cause fire.

LiPo Battery Storage
and Use in the Summer
Heat

Let the battery cool down to
ambient temperature before
charging.

By Glenn Minor

Do not expose the battery pack
to direct sunlight (heat) for
extended periods.

During these extra hot summer
days, electric flyers might keep
these lithium polymers a.k.a.
LiPo battery safety tips in mind:
Consider using a steel ammo box
(about $15 at HF) instead of the
soft “fireproof” LiPo bags for
better protection.

When transporting or temporarily
storing in a vehicle, temperature
range should be greater than 20
degrees F but no more than 150
degrees F.

If there’s a rubber seal in the lid,
cut away a few inches to create a
vent to release pressure in case
a battery actually catches fire.
Never store or charge a battery
pack inside your car in extreme

Storing a battery at temperatures
greater than 170 degrees F for
extended periods of time (more
than 2 hours) may cause damage
to battery and possible fire.
Let’s all keep ourselves and our
LiPo’s cool this summer!
Glenn
Source: https://www.horizonhobby.com/on/demandware.static/Sites-horizonus-Site/Sites-horizon-master/default/Manuals/EFL-LiPoSafetyWarnings.pdf
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From the President…
By Scott Stordahl

It is Fun Fly time once again! To
maintain consistency I am reverting back the
event names used last year. My article last
month described the events but showed
slightly different names so here are the
corrections:

2022 Events
1) Bombs Away
2) Carrier Touch and Go
3) Roller Coaster – Vegas style
4) Musical Airplanes
5) Limbo
Stand Alone 6) Climb and Glide /
Spot Landing
Trophies presented to 1st place in each
event as well as the overall winner. Ribbons
presented to 2nd and 3rd places for all
events.

Wanted: Judges to
help with the event,
timekeepers, score
keepers and tape
measurers. Let me
know if you are
interested.

Fun Fly Contest
Rules for 2022
Entry fee $15
Rule #1 is to Have Fun!
Each pilot will use the same aircraft for all
events. Autonomous fight is not allowed. If
a pilot’s primary aircraft is rendered
unairworthy, a backup plane may be used.
Pilots who enter all events with the same
aircraft will receive 5 points added to their
overall score. There is no limit to the
number of backup aircraft that can be used.
All events will have a maximum score of 10
points for first, 7 points for second and 5
points for third place. All pilots will be given
2 points for attempting the event. These
point totals will be tallied and the pilot with
the highest point total wins the Top Pilot
Award. There will be a 30-minute break
after each contest for open flying while
scores are recorded.
1) Bombs Away
Pilots MUST attach a provided ‘bomb
holding device’ to their aircraft, rubber bands
will be provided. The ‘bomb’ (golf ball) will
be placed in the device before takeoff.
Pilots will have 3 attempts to drop their
‘bomb’ on the target. This is normally
achieved by performing a roll, loop, or a blip
of the elevator to get the golf ball free of the
device. Bombs will only be scored if they
land in the mowed portion of the runway.
Bombs will be scored from their final resting
place to the center of the target not from
where they initially hit.
2) Carrier Touch and Go
Pilots will be given two minutes to do as
many touch-and-goes on the ‘carrier’ as
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possible. Timer starts when aircraft moves.
The ‘carrier’ will be a marked area on the
runway. Touch-and-goes must all be
performed in the same direction with the
aircraft changing direction between each
touch-and-go. Therefore, multiple bounces
only count as one. First wheel to touch on
each pass must be in the ‘carrier’ marked
area to score. Rolling out of the ‘carrier’ area
after first touching inside still counts. Prop
strikes requiring a propeller change, low
battery situation requiring battery swap,
dead stick requiring glow engine restart, etc.
will be allowed but the timer will continue to
run, no additional time will be permitted.

6) Climb and Glide / Spot Landing
Pilots will be given 30 seconds after their
aircraft has moved to climb as high as
possible. At 30 seconds they will shut off
the motor/engine and glide for as long as
possible (for glow/gas engines, shutoff will
be verified by advancing throttle stick to full).
Glide time begins after verification of throttle
shutoff. The pilot will attempt to land on the
active runway closets to a predetermined
spot. The distance from the spot to the
closest part of the plane will be subtracted
from the glide time to get a final score.
Highest score wins!

3) Roller Coaster – Vegas Style
Pilots will each start this event with their
aircraft on the runway ready to take off.
Before takeoff, the pilot will roll the dice then
takeoff and perform the number of loops
shown on the dice. Then land and roll
again, takeoff and perform the number of
rolls shown on the dice. Shortest time wins.
Timer starts on first movement of the plane
and end when aircraft touches down.
4) Musical Airplanes
Performed in heats of 4 airplanes at a time,
aircraft all take off and fly upwind of and
established line while music is playing.
When the music stops, or an air horn is
sounded, everyone races to the other end of
the field and lands on the active runway and
taxis across the line of a predesignated
area. Bouncing or flying across the line is
not permitted. First two planes in the area
advance to the next round. The final round
will determine first, second and third place
points.
5) Limbo
A streamer will be placed across a runway at
the 6-foot level. All pilots must pass under
to streamer without breaking it or their
aircraft to advance to the next height,
streamer will be lower by 1-foot increments.
Pilots must finish event with the same
aircraft they started with.

Fun Fly Raffle Prize
Harrier 3D
Seagull Models

Until next month,
be safe and fly
often!
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